E2S UPPA Talents Academy Grants

Foreign students wishing to follow a master's degree course in Energy and Environment fields.

E2S UPPA project, as part of the “Future Investments” programme launched by the government, offers scholarships to foreign students wishing to follow a master’s degree course in Energy and Environment fields.

E2S UPPA has developed a high-level graduate program in its areas of excellence with 12 Masters Degrees taught in English.

9 "Master 2" Degrees (2nd year of Master) :

* Chemical and Microbiological Characterization for Environmental Issues (CMCEI)
* Chemistry and Physico-Chemistry of materials (CPCM)
* Mechanics and Physics in Porous Media (MPPM)
* Computations in Coastal and Civil Engineering (CCCE)
* Stochastic tools and Computational Methods for Decision (MSID)
* Mathematics, Modeling and Simulation (MMS)
* Industry 4.0
* Petroleum Engineering
* Evolutionary ecology in aquatic environment

3 Two year Master Courses (1st and 2nd year of Master) :

* Bio-Inspired Materials (BIM)
* Simulation and Optimisation of Energy Systems (SIMOS)
* European and International Business Studies (EIB)

* Talented students who have completed a Bachelor Degree, who intend to apply for an allowance in Master 1
* Talented students currently enrolled in M1 or who will complete a Master’s Degree, who intend to apply for an allowance in Master 2
* We seek outstanding candidates excited by the opportunity to shape tomorrow’s solutions for energy and the environment, with a clear passion and willing to make a difference for the future.
Candidates must send:

* a cover letter stating the candidate’s full name and the programme you are applying for
* curriculum vitae
* transcript of records (including student ranking)
* the opinion of the supervisor of the program the candidate is currently attending - any other recommendation (if applicable)
* English proficiency certificate

The allowance amount is **8,000 €** in *Master 1* and *Master 2*.

Our application round has opened on October 18 and closes on **April 24, 2020**.

Apply:

* Applications have to be uploaded on: [https://aap-e2s.univ-pau.fr/siaap/pub/appel/view/78](https://aap-e2s.univ-pau.fr/siaap/pub/appel/view/78)
* Please notice that it is **strongly recommended** to apply as early as possible since we have a limited numbers of grants.
* The grants will be awarded to applicants **based on the excellence of their academic records and ranking**.
* The grant is conditional upon the student’s enrolment at the UPPA in 2020-2021. The results of the applications for Talents’ Academy Grants will be published on **June**.
* Students from abroad applying for E2S UPPA International Masters are automatically considered as candidates for the Talents Academy Grants.

**Beware**: This grant can not be perceived along with another scholarship (such as Eiffel, Region Nouvelle Aquitaine, ...).